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Uddrag fra Her ligger min yucca frugt
(Berg, 1972)

4

Chipota sagde : I lang tid havde de været en sandsky, som kom nærmere og til sidst
forsvandt bag højene. De dukkede med et op over kammen af den højeste og gjorde
tegnet for heste. De var ti, fortsatte Chipota, tre af dem holdt lange lanser i hånden, resten
var bevæbnede med bue og pil, og jeg kunne se, at de havde korte køller hængende ved
lændeklædet. Chipota tier og tænker på sandskyen, som kom nærmere og nærmere for
siden at blive opslugt af de næsten nøgne sandhøje. Månen skinner ned gennem grentaget
til ham. Han ruller sig sammen i graven og nævner de små mustanger, som comancherne
red på. Så siger hans far : Rul dit skind sammen og læg det om nakken og skulderen, det
er hestene, de vil have, vi er i deres land. De vil afskyde deres pile, så de kommer skråt
oppe fra, skynd dig, vi har meget at miste, og det er ingen god dag at kæmpe om liv og død
på. Chipota tier og falder i søvn, han drømmer ikke, men ud på natten vågner han ved
næselydene fra en grævling, der kredser om det blodige kaninkadaver og siden forsvinder.
Lidt efter kommer en coyote, også det havde de gamle fortalt ham ved afrejsen, og han
venter til dyret er helt ude på grentaget og trækker det så ned til sig og knækker halsen
på det. Chipota tænker igen på comancherne den dag for mange år siden og siger så :
De forsøgte at afskære min far og mig vejen mod vest, men vore heste var hurtigere og
større end deres, vi kunne høre, hvorledes de red ind bag os, mens de kom med tilråb til
hinanden, og snart begyndte der at falde pile ned i sandet omkring os. Jeg mærkede en
pil og lidt efter endnu en bore sig ned i hjorteskindstæppet, senere slog endnu en pil ned
i skindet, men stadig holdt vi igen på vore heste, foran lå den dags- og natlange ørken og
dirrede i solen. Den bedste måde at vise sin overlegenhed på, siger de gamle om vinteren,
er ved bestandig at holde den samme afstand til sine forfølgere, og hele tiden holdt vi de
50 hestelængder ned til comancherne. Vi red med solen hele dagen gennem ørkenen,
min far blødte fra et sår ved albuen, selv var jeg uskadt. Det var ved at være mørkt, da jeg
pegede på et mesquitekrat langt ude mod øst, men min far slog med hovedet og fortsatte
fremefter, og det var igen sådan, som de gamle mænd sagde : Når dit bytte forsøger at
anvende list, eller når det prøver at gemme sig, så ved du, at sejren er kommet inden for
rækkevidde, og at jagten er ved at være slut, du vil da få nye kræfter. Så længe du hverken
søger mod skovene eller kløfterne, råbte de gamle mænd tidligt om morgenen mellem
wickiupperne, men løber ligeud og bliver ved med det, viser du den styrke, som gør dine
forfølgere svage og modløse, og du har da sejret med din flugt. Med høj stemme og varme
i kroppen fra den opsprættede coyote sang Chipota : Direkte mod vest red min far og jeg
gennem ørkenen, vi fulgte de nederste stjerner om natten, vi fulgte den brændende sol om
dagen, hele tiden holdt vi os 50 hestelængder fra comancherne.
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Eva la Cour

The Figure of the Guide
Mediating the Arctic Terrain
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Project outline
I am trying to make a film that is a film as far as it sets in motion a mode of thinking.
What has always been fascinating to me about the idea of a film is the possibility of using
the camera to ‘cut’ a relationship between two situations – a reference to the idea of editing
and, thereby, the idea of film as a metaphor for historical flows. The medium of film has
played an important role in relation to distant geographies and exotic ‘others’, not least
in relation to Arctic imaginaries. In the artistic research project The Figure of the Guide:
Mediating the Arctic Terrain, the archipelago of Svalbard is the prism through which I
explore this as a contemporary condition for visual production.
Notwithstanding its anomalous status in the Arctic region, never having had indigenous
inhabitants, characterized instead by a transient cosmopolitan population, Svalbard
functions nevertheless as visually representative of the High Arctic. With a well-developed
infrastructure and relatively mild climate, the archipelago is a very accessible place to
conduct research, develop tourism and extract resources – including images. Its practical
accessibility has an additional dimension; while Svalbard belongs to Norway, it is subject to
an international treaty signed in 1920 which sits above Norwegian law. A set of appendices
to this treaty confers on anyone from any of the signing nations equal rights to be on
Svalbard.
This research is specifically developed from experiences and records of fieldwork allowing
me to talk about this extraordinary unpeopled place that became peopled in the context
of the colonialization of the Arctic. It allows me to focus both on complex contestations
and on personal experiences; for seven years I have been returning to Svalbard for both
fieldwork and pleasure, collecting written notes, photographs, video and sound recordings.
Looking through this material in the context of this research project reveals a surprisingly
(to me) longstanding interest in the role of the guide as pathfinder and mentor. Through
live experimentation with my material collection, I approach Svalbard as a film set in
which the geo-temporal conditions of the very act of filming are addressed as embodied,
as a mode of doing ethnography, as mediation, and as contested representation.
The method I am pursuing is to juxtapose and live mix a proliferation of different material
– partly ethnographic material, partly interviews, partly historical material, partly
soundscapes and music – aiming to collapse the distinct practices of producing, presenting
and living the geopolitical Arctic. I regard this approach to film as a simultaneously
historical and current flow. Methodologically, this is also pursued through the use of
experimental film strategies that let my own editing (and myself) be edited during my
presentation at the 50% seminar. Attempting to challenge the hierarchization of these
dimensions, I am assembling a film which can neither be labelled within the burgeoning
field of Arctic Cinema nor as a documentary about Svalbard. Situated in the locality of this
High Arctic archipelago, my work is not about the High Arctic. It uses, rather, the notion
of skilled visions to explore political constructions of image making.
In trying to set up this experiment of turning the cinema space into a moment of film
production, I am interested in approaching the situation of the presentation of an image
not as a moment of transmission as much as a moment of transformation, in which
‘transformation’ is understood as differentiation. Or perhaps, more accurately, a moment
of synthesis. I take the concept and practice of skilled vision as a theoretical and practical
10

tool to analyze the ways in which training and apprenticeship in structured environments
shape our perceptive capabilities, whereby the notion of skilled vision is central to my
practical approach to mediation; while the histories of feminism and postcolonial
thinking have shown how any apparatus of depiction is always already part of the images
they present, through a turn to mediation I seek to allow questions about skill, position,
environment and infrastructure to emerge. A shift in focus from that of representation
to that of mediation may thus also allow a shift from that of origin to that of historically
situated effect.
Fieldwork and Arctic Nature Guides on Svalbard
On 24 May 2018, following earlier fieldwork and research encounters in the Arctic,
I arrived in Longyearbyen, the main settlement on Svalbard, in order to join a six-day
ski trip to which I had been invited by Sigmund Andersen, head of the Arctic Nature
Guide Programme (ANG). The yearly ski trip functions as an exam excursion focused on
‘value-based guiding and teaching in Arctic Nature’. Thus, participating in a group of six
guides and seven other guests I had two primary questions in mind, to which I sought
perspectives through embodied participation and the development of skills: what does
value-based guiding mean? What are the affordances of teaching in Arctic nature?
The excursion eventually provided me with experiences and field notes on these questions
anchored in specific examples, situations and conversations, including both semistructured interviews and audio-visual recordings. I knew it would be close to impossible
to do film and sound recordings while simultaneously skiing, traversing glaciers, wintercamping and acquiring both various other ‘hard skills’ and specifics on local place names,
cultural histories, climate change and environmental attunements. The recorded material
thereby reflects the excursion’s focus on active participation rather than contemplative
observation – but also the extent to which film- and sound-recording in the midst of such
conditions must rely on practices and routines serving as essential compliments to those
skills.
The ANG programme’s focus on value-based guiding and teaching in Arctic nature
evidences a trend in tourist studies towards an emphasis on the role that tourism may play
in educating ‘Arctic ambassadors’, ordinary people tasked with representing the region
in the context of global climate change. It is a trend reflecting an equally economically
driven and politically strategic investment in developing forms of tourism in response
to fundamental debates regarding future presence on Svalbard. In contrast to the rest of
the Arctic, as we have seen, Svalbard has never had an indigenous population. Despite a
long record of human activity, the archipelago was an uninhabited wilderness until the
turn of the last century, when several European nation states cultivated their claims to
the land with research and resource extraction in mind. However, since 1920, when the
Svalbard Treaty granted Norway sovereignty over Svalbard while guaranteeing the right
of any signing nation to occupy and do business on Svalbard, Norway and Russia have
subsidized permanent national presences on the islands. Historically, this has been in
the form of resource extractive company towns; today it is in the form of infrastructures
for emerging knowledge and experience economies. More concretely, the settlements on
Svalbard have, over the last 30 years, transitioned from being driven by coal-mining to
being driven by tourism and research.1 Covering a turn from a focus on material to less
material values, this transition has implied new scientific and environmental narrative
frameworks that manifest as investments in real estate, infrastructure, communication
11

and data-storage. But it is also evinced in strategic planning, policy-making and research
– primarily in nature science, but increasingly in the social and human sciences as well.
In this context, strategic investments and attempts to develop sustainable tourism on
Svalbard are often valued in relation to business concepts that measure client value among
tourists and the ability to compete with tourist destinations with similar characteristics
through the creation of distinctive particularities in experience.2 Moreover, this has to be
understood in relation to other distinctions that characterize Svalbard. While Svalbard
is relatively cheap to access compared to other High Arctic destinations, excursions in
the terrain outside of its main settlement require a guide for almost everyone. Winter
excursions in remote terrains always require much preparation and organization in terms
of equipment and logistics. In addition, excursions on Svalbard require coordination
with local authorities as well as rifles and safety equipment to mitigate the risk of polar
bears, avalanches and extreme weather conditions. The skills required serve to explain the
ANG programme’s focus on the guide role. A look through the student’s course literature
however, reveals an approach to the guide role that apart from safety and local policies
is concerned with questions of both social and environmental responsible hostmanship.
Moreover, these concerns were consistently expressed in the conversations I had with both
Sigmund Andersen and the ANG students, who in many cases distanced themselves from
what they considered the conventional guide role in mass tourism.3
The guide role
In 1985 the sociologist Eric Cohen wrote the seminal text The Tourist Guide: The Origins,
Structure and Dynamics of a Role, in which he defines a range of forms of ‘mediation’
performed by guides.4 More speciﬁcally, Cohen classifies ‘culture broking’ as a form of
‘communicative mediatory’ work in a ‘sphere’ which also includes ‘selection’ (indicating
that which deemed worthy of touristic attention), providing ‘information’ and, sometimes,
‘fabrication’ (inventing accounts or deceiving tourists). Communicative mediation
is distinguished from ‘interactional’ mediation, which consists of ‘representation’ (a
consideration of how the guide negotiates between tourists and hosts) and ‘organization’,
a matter of practical arrangements. However, despite the scope of activity covered by
‘mediation’ here, and the large number of subcategories identified, Cohen’s complex
attempt to set out the roles and activities involved in tour guiding posits ‘mediation’ as just
one of two main types of tour guide activity, and indeed as characteristic of a type of guide
that he refers to as ‘the mentor’. ‘Pathfinders’, by contrast, engage in ‘leadership’ rather than
‘mediation’; ‘leadership’, like ‘mediation’, is broken down into a range of ‘components’ and
subcomponents.
This somewhat schematic definition of the guide’s role seeks to provide a general theory
aimed towards structural approaches to analysis in the field of tourist studies. Focusing
more particularly on nature guiding and the development of sustainable tourism, it is
briefly worth mentioning three core elements which recur in most accounts on the broader
notion of ecotourism. These are a nature-based element; an educational/transformative
component; and, finally, the requirement of sustainability.5 In relation to the ANG
Gelter, “Theoretical Reflection on the Concept of Hostmanship in the Light of Two Emerging Tourism Regions.”
It turned out that most of ANG students had never been to Svalbard before they got in to the ANG programme, but came from a
background in military service or other outdoor activity training or experience which in many cases were the context in which they
had been introduced and found the desire to travel to Svalbard. Individual conversations made it clear that the students’ motivations
for being on Svalbard to become guides were very different. For example: to experience Svalbard, realize themselves in harsh nature,
learn ‘hard’ skills, learn ‘soft’ skills, get training in hosting participatory projects in nature, acquire leadership training, etc..
4
Cohen, “The Tourist Guide.”
5
Varley and Medway, “Ecosophy and Tourism.”
2
3
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programme’s six-day ski excursion in May, it is thus possible to distinguish different
kinds of guiding and guide roles that different students performed and to recognize the
repeatedly mentioned ambition of providing guests with a transformative experience of —
and thus a reason to care for — nature. My aim, however, is not to analyze the role of the
nature guide on Svalbard. What I am interested in is the extent to which Cohen suggests
that pathfinding and mentoring are analytically distinguishable, yet simultaneously
performed dimensions of the guide role, according to which guiding challenges modes of
presenting, producing and living as distinct temporalities. The collapse of such distinctions
challenges both considerations of the functioning of the Arctic expert and of the artist in
contemporary society (not least in areas explicitly dealing with environmental challenges).
Cohen’s approach to the guide as pathfinder and mentor, moreover, challenges notions
of ‘value-based guiding’ as something ‘different’ from what happens normally. While the
ANG programme emphasizes interpretation, hostmanship and transparency as integral
parts of value-based guiding, it arguably also exemplifies current trends in the economy
to embrace ‘the value-based’ as a (demanded) add-on within both Arctic Studies and in
the field of art.
Vision in anthropology
In anthropology vision is a contested sense. Postcolonial, feminist and posthumanist
scholars have provided extensive critical accounts of how vision, not least when mediated
by a camera, has historically operated as a dominating gaze – yet there is an increasing
interest in the scopes and reach of visual research methods. Vision touches upon a
strange relation at the heart of anthropology between proximity and distance; on the one
hand, visual media “has a high profile in those processes that enforce the technological
mediation of knowledge”, as the visual anthropologist Christina Grasseni writes; on the
other hand, she continues, “vision is being recontextualized within a newly rediscovered
phenomenology of the senses”.6 In response Grasseni has pursued the concept of ‘skilled
visions’ as a mean to hold a critical focus on imaging technologies as mediators of meaning,
power and knowledge, while drawing on an anthropological turn towards phenomenology.
Moreover, the notion of skilled visions offers an approach to looking as a highly trained
and skilled form of socially situated and local practice, naturally connected to the other
senses. ‘Different ways of looking’ provide different findings, and knowledge is something
created and endorsed by communities. Subsequently, the landscape-as-image depends on
changing biophysical worlds as much as changing social worlds, which reveals ‘landscape’
as an analytical category among others, synthesizing the very distinction between nature
and culture.
Seeking a rehabilitation of the very notion of vision in anthropology, Grasseni’s notion of
skilled visions owes much to earlier debates on vision. In Phenomenology of Perception,
Merleau Ponty thus famously argues that vision is in reality twofold, and not to be
understood as a unidirectional process in which the world, only, is what is observed.
Rather, as he writes, “the enigma is that my body simultaneously sees and is seen. That
which looks at all things can also look at itself and recognize, in what it sees, the ‘other side’
of its power of looking. It sees itself seeing…”7. While running the risk of universalizing
‘sight’, Merleau Ponty shows how a focus on seeing ‘as such’ may be a way to allow for a
radical perspectivism. Or, that a ‘reciprocal dimension’ is in operation in vision, as far as
proximity would be impossible in the absence of distance.8
Grasseni, Skilled Visions, 2007
Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 162.
8
Willerslev in Grasseni, Skilled Visions, 2007, 36.
6
7
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In other words, ‘actual seeing’ requires distance. But does this imply that the visual faculty
per se is objectifying, surveilling and displaying power? Following Grasseni’s notion of
skilled visions as a social, trained, disciplining and disciplined aspect of human sensibility,
it rather seems crucial to recognize vision as a mirror-sense and understand the power of
vision in its skilledness. “Evidently, the primacy of vision cannot be held to account for the
objectification of the world. Rather the reverse; it is through its co-option in the service of
a particular modern project of objectification that vision has been reduced to a faculty of
pure, disinterested reflection”.9 May the notion of vision as a mirror-sense, in other words,
provide a way to relate to nature while analyzing our own alienation?
Such a position connects the debate on vision to the long-standing awareness of how
interaction with (human-designed and manufactured) objects and technologies affects
the way our minds are shaped. Firstly, cartographical technologies of all kinds have played
a historically important role in the possession of territory, which can be understood in
relation to desires of scientific, and thus authoritative, pictures of the whole.10 The drone,
as a contemporary example, affords the human eye a distant perspective and a broad
overview. Secondly, many kinds of transporting, guiding, protecting or recording devices
are not only animating the human (eye) but also being animated through their application
by human bodies. In other words, if technology affects the ways we fundamentally relate
to our surroundings, we have to talk about the becoming-landscape as a lived experience
in conjunction with technology, or simply hybrid-subject-objects.11 This concludes what
we may already know: that there is no environment external to human beings.12
Opening a political dimension regarding how the environment becomes, how different
kinds of knowledge and ways of knowing are invariably both situating and situated, this
is central to my concern with value-based guiding.13 Based on an unsettled notion of
landscape, I engage these questions through an approach to experience and mediation as
simultaneous and mutually dependent processes.
Skilled Visions and the Anthropocene
While the concept of the Anthropocene has gained increased attention in both academia
and the art world during the last decade, it is nothing new in anthropology. The theoretical
implications of the interfusion of nature and society, that is, and the imperative call for
cross-discipline approaches to human-environmental relations, have been prominent
within the social sciences for a long time already. As exemplified with the ontological
turn and Guattari’s notion of ecology in the previous chapter, attempts to deconstruct the
nature/culture distinction began more than 20 years ago. Within anthropology, nature as
plural ontologies fundamentally challenged euro-American naturalism by showing how
modernity’s objectivization of the world, rendered other ontological perspectives into
premodern subject positions.14 The question is however, how in attempting to describe
this colonial relation, to be aware of the impossibility of doing so without contributing to
its proliferation.
This is why the concept of skilled visions is relevant. While it poses an epistemological
challenge to the idea that imaging technologies may put to the service of scientific objectivity,
Grasseni, 24.
Scott, “Archives of the Present-Future.”
11
Spinney, “A Place of Sense.”
12
Hastrup, Anthropology and Nature.
13
Haraway, “Situated Knowledges”; Hastrup, “Comparing Climate Worlds: Theorising across Ethnographic Fields.”
14
Hornborg, “Global Magic – Technologies of Appropriation from Ancient Rome to Wall Street.”
9
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it also poses a challenge to any idea of escaping the ways in which we are trained to see.
By showing that our subject positions are trained in structured environments, disciplined
and disciplining, it reveals a dependency on social imaginaries for making meaning.
In Comparing Climate Worlds: Theorising across Ethnographic Fields, Hastrup, along
similar lines, reflects on the increasing uneasiness within contemporary anthropology,
with previous notions of local knowledge being opposed to and radically different
from scientific knowledge. Drawing on the notion of the knowledge space in the sense
suggested by David Turnbull, who also defines the knowledge space as an “interactive,
contingent assemblage of space and knowledge, sustained and created by social labour”,15
Hastrup critically examines how particular knowledge spaces nevertheless quickly adopt
a ‘naturalness’ which obscure their origins in social practices and particular interests.
There are no ‘natural’ categories in the sense of them being disinterested or ahistorical (or
a-cultural).16 Rather, knowledge is created and endorsed by a community.
The concept of skilled visions may thus pose a potential challenge to posthumanist
positions, suggesting that the Anthropocene should prompt us to abandon the distinct
categories of subject and object, and to provoke a sense of kinship with the other-thanhuman.17 Because, drawing on the historical debates on vision, the notion of vision in its
skilled dimension not only questions the ability to hold more than one subject position
at a time but reveals also the risk of ‘hiding’ the power of shaping – or guiding – our
perception of the world. To acknowledge nature as a proliferation of ontologies is not to
avoid the risk of its hierarchization.18
In relation to Svalbard such considerations are largely framed by the attention directed
towards the Arctic in recent years as the hot-spot for global environmental changes in the
Anthropocene.
However, while such narrative framings often attempt to evoke a global awareness
capable of precipitating political action, they also tend to have an alienating effect when
perceived as ‘expert-based’ or top-down crisis narratives. Sheila Jasanoff, a science-andtechnology scholar, has argued that climate facts arise from impersonal observations,
whereas meanings emerge from embedded experience.19 The implications of this can
be analyzed in the light of the already addressed, careful historical separation between
science and politics, allowing current climate change narratives to set apart the epistemic
from the normative.20 Subsequently, Jasanoff suggests that a role for the social sciences and
humanities in the field of climate science is to show how crisis narratives and dominant
categories – such as the very notion of the ‘Arctic’ or particular understandings of ‘nature’
– are continuously produced ‘collaboratively’ by science and politics.
All this contextualizes my concern with the role of the Arctic expert as mediator and thus a
political figure, and the degree to which mediation is a matter of scaling and moving facts
(within infrastructures of different economies).21 Because, in studying climate change, as
Hastrup has formulated it, “there is no way to continue to mistaking located knowledge
Turnbull in Hastrup, “Comparing Climate Worlds: Theorising across Ethnographic Fields,” 140.
Hastrup, 142.
17
Haraway, Staying with the Trouble
18
Or as Yuk Hui writes “knowing there are different ontologies and taking them seriously are two different things” (https://
www.e-flux.com/journal/86/161887/cosmotechnics-as-cosmopolitics/)
19
Huggan and Jensen, Postcolonial Perspectives on the European High North.
20
Bravo, “Voices from the Sea Ice.”
21
Jasanoff, “A New Climate for Society.”
15
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for local knowledge”.22 Rather, “recent studies of nature making in the wake of perceived
climate change have shown that, far from reproducing a unified nature, all people operate
within moving frames of composite knowledge – including scientists, whose concepts
of nature are far from universal or fixed”.23 Indeed, “it is the capacity for movement that
enables ‘local knowledge’ to be part of a larger knowledge system”, as David Turnbull
writes, further elaborating on his notion of the knowledge space: “Though knowledge
systems may differ in their epistemologies, methodologies, logics, cognitive structures or
in their socio-economic contexts, a characteristic they all share is their localness. However,
knowledge is not simply local it is located. It is both situated and situating. It has place
and creates space. An assemblage is made up of linked sites, people and activities; in a
very important and profound sense, the creation of an assemblage is the creation of a
knowledge space.”24
In other words, dominant science owes in dominance, in part, only to its having moved
more.25 Not least visual registrations and their mobility have, in effect, played an important
role for metropolitan (and early colonizing) imaginaries of so-called empty and unused
blank spaces on the maps.26
Arctic Cinema (from media to mediation)
In the previous chapter I have tried to introduce the social, political and theoretical context
in which my multi-stranded research take place. In this chapter I wish to offer a shift in
focus from representation to mediation, with the aim of a more focused methodological
discussion on how my artistic work with image performance constructions seeks to enable
this shift through the notion of skilled visions.
Media Anthropology
There is an interesting link between Steyerl’s observation RET and reconsideration
of the essayistic as a phenomenon of intellectual history (which she shares with artists
and scholars such as Thomas Elsaesser and Sven Lutticken), and the ways in which the
historical relations and distinctions between visual anthropology and the later subfield of
media anthropology have been shaped by shifting inquiries and conceptions of media and
mediation.
Historically, the emergence of broadcasting technologies in the middle of the twentieth
century sparked the establishment of visual anthropology as a field both embracing media as
a mode of research and entailing considerations of how media formed cultural identities.27
The later concern however, emerged as its own field in the 1980s and 1990s on account of a
“redistribution of emphasis from cultural form to process and thus greater attention to the
cultural agency of media producers” (and receivers) as the media anthropologist, David
Boyer, has written.28 Hence, Faye Gingsburg, a prominent scholar of indigenous media,
has written ‘”I am concerned less with the usual focus on the formal qualities of film as
Hastrup, “Comparing Climate Worlds: Theorising across Ethnographic Fields,” 144.
Hastrup, 150.
24
Turnbull in Hastrup, “Comparing Climate Worlds: Theorising across Ethnographic Fields,”
25
Hastrup, “Comparing Climate Worlds: Theorising across Ethnographic Fields,”
26
Huggan and Jensen, Postcolonial Perspectives on the European High North.
27
Boyer, “From Media Anthropology to the Anthropology of Mediation.”
28
Boyer, 386.
29
Faye Gingsburg, ‘Native Intelligence: A Short History of Debates on Indigenous Media and Ethnographic Film’ in Banks and Ruby,
Made to Be Seen.
22
23
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text and more with the cultural mediations that occur through film and video works”.29
However, as Internet-based communication has continued to manifest refunctionings of
broadcasting technologies, and thus has required a rethinking of the production−reception
polarity, attention has again shifted toward studies of networked producing, circulating and
receiving users. The idea of coverage of media phenomena as such, achieved by studying
production and reception, has thus been still more challenged and become inseparable
from larger discussions of the role of media for social imaginaries, when understood as
broader social-political processes of circulation, exchange, imagination and knowing.30 This
suggests, as Boyer continues, “a productive tension within media anthropology between
its common research foci (which are most often technological or representational in their
basis) and what we might gloss as processes of social mediation: that is, social transaction
in its broadest sense of the movement of images, discourse, persons and things”.31
It is in this sense that a change of inquiry – from practices of communicational mediamaking and media-receiving (and questions of how ‘media’ should be conceptualized
‘media’ in the first place), to explorations of the intersection of semiotic, social and
material aspects of mediation – may be regarded as an effect of the field’s historical
conceptualization. This suggests that media anthropology always has been more than
communicational media research. Or as Boyer writes: “why could the anthropological
study of roads and migration, currency and finance, commodity chains and values, and
the formation and dissemination of expert knowledge, not be productively connected
to anthropological research on communicational media under the rubric of a broader
anthropology of mediation?”.32
This observation, and other such questions and reconsiderations, resonates with the
questions raised above regarding the essayistic: rather than to defend a particular definition
of the essayistic or to advocate that the essayistic can be anything, it is worth understanding
it as a historical genre and exploring new forms of visual practices that can tackle – and
politicize – the current conditions for visual production: it is such an understanding that
makes the shift described above a political shift, by making ‘circulation’ and ‘exchange’
equivalently significant conceptual problems to those of ‘production’ and ‘reception’.
Rather than simply an adaptation to a new environment of communicational media it is,
in other words, important to frame the emergence of such ‘foci’ – or ‘figures’ – historically.
That is, according to Boyer, “the importance of the collapse of cold-war geopolitics and
geo-economics, the rise of market (neo)liberalism on a global basis, and a concomitant
exploration throughout the human sciences of analytical models based on liquidity and
flow”.33
My attempts to make a film that is a film as far as it sets in motion a mode of thinking
is thus informed by current debates in contemporary media anthropology understood
as a historical effect; a particular concern in these debates is a shift in focus from that of
representation towards that of mediation. But what kind of aesthetic practices may enable
such a shift in focus? The notion of skilled visions is central to my methodological claim
in that regard.
30
31
32
33

Boyer, “From Media Anthropology to the Anthropology of Mediation,” 384.
Boyer, “From Media Anthropology to the Anthropology of Mediation,” 387
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Svalbard as a film set (My methodological claim)
In this final chapter I will try to discuss the ways in which the concept of skilled visions
allows me to approach Svalbard as a film set, and thereby, also, try to summarize what I
intend to discover in this artistic research.
The performative turn
Foregrounding the productive and performative aspects of photography and film reflects
the increasing concern with mediation in studies of material culture (as accounted for in
relation to media anthropology in general), but also thereby a wider performative turn
at the heart of discussions around the politics of representation in the human and social
sciences. The notion of a performative turn is (by way of the writings of Jane Austin, Judith
Butler, and Jacques Derrida) inspired by the idea that representation is performative rather
than objective, neutral or balanced, which (in the context of media studies) requires a
fundamental understanding of ‘media’ as productive. This implies the idea that media
‘orders the world by calling it into being”, and thus also an understanding of media as
transformative rather than informative.34
Briefly retuning to my fieldwork on Svalbard, this understanding of performativity
arguably connects with contemporary tourist studies’ emphasis on the choreographical
dimension of Nature Guiding. In my conversations with the Arctic Nature Guide (ANG)
guides about the notion of value-based guiding, it was explained to me several times how
value-based guiding was different from ‘standard guiding’ in the acknowledgment of the
transformative rather than informative potential of guiding. Emphasizing the potential
of bringing about transformation in their guests, notably in their guests’ relationship
to nature, the guides promoted their role in providing an experience that would make
tourists become more aware of climate change and mobilize agency. I offered an example
of this earlier in the text describing strategies of hostmanship RET. However, does such an
experiential approach to the performative turn, exactly risk the suggestion of a separation
between ‘reality out there’ and its mediation, and thus easily (still) presume a degree of
separation ultimately associated with representational thinking?35 The question is, in
other words, whether the idea of mediation as a transformative process risks subscription
to a traditional understanding in media studies of mediating technology as something
that provides an alternative reality. That is, an understanding of mediating technology as
something that can transform ‘us,’ and that can exist outside or independent of its practical
application, as discussed earlier – or in the case of nature guiding, something that produces
liveness upon an ‘environmental backdrop’. Critical of such an understanding yet claiming
(arguably much like the ANG guides) to be interested in the image not as a moment
of transmission as much as a moment of transformation, or becoming, it is important I
further specify my approach to the performative.
The practice of cutting
A slightly different perspective on the performative to that outlined above is offered by
a more onto-epistemological approach to practices intrinsic to the taking or making of
an image. I am here thinking of discourses within contemporary photography, which
rather than questioning the camera’s claims to truth, approach the image as a product of

34
35

Van Loom in Kember and Zylinska, Life After New Media, 36.
Kember and Zylinska, 36.
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a practice of cutting, where ‘cutting’ is understood as something that operates on both
perceptive, material, technical and conceptual levels.36
Claiming that the fascinating thing about the idea of a film, to me, has always been the
possibility of using the camera to ‘cut’ a relationship, should thus be understood in line
with Guattari’s emphasis on heterogeneity and difference as modes of relating. Separation
is a prerequisite for synthesizing assemblages and multiplicities: by “cutting reality into
pieces – with our eyes, our bodily and cognitive apparatus, our language, our memory
and our technologies – we enact separation and relationality as the two dominant aspects
of material locatedness in time”,37 as Kember and Zylinska usefully summarize regarding
the ontological significance of approaching ‘mediation’ as something that comes close
to reality, or simply creation. Hence, drawing on feminist theorist Karen Barad’s ontoepistemological approach and notion of ‘the agential cut’, by means of her critical
examinations of scientific apparatus and detecting devices, Kember and Zylinska’s summary
offers a way to understand how ‘image creation’ unfolds both through socially-constructed
imaginaries and affective perception. Their proposal that we consider mediation as “the
expression of media temporality”, as they put it, or “the lifeness of media”, thus come close
to Barad’s ‘agential cut’ as a material-conceptual device.38
So how to combine practice-based material research with onto-epistemological
examinations of image-making practices? Or, more specifically, how to connect discursive
analyses of the Arctic as a constructed region (as unfolded in the first chapter) with a
critical material turn towards the performativity of image-practices? And how does this
connect to the figure of the guide? I will argue that these questions touch upon the already
addressed anxiety about vision in anthropology – the tension between distance and
proximity. Anthropological debates on practice and the construction of knowledge thus
motivate my experiments with live-narrated montage exactly because it challenges, as
suggested by Christina Grasseni, not only social constructivist analysis of mediating devices
and expert knowledge, but also phenomenological perception and notions of embodied
knowledges. A skilled visions approach is a mode of rehabilitating observational practices.
It allows both scientist and artist the facility to cut on intuitive as much as intellectual
levels, and both scientific and artistic knowledge to be characterized by personal as much
as institutional manifestations of its circulation.
Many earlier attempts to break with the representational authority and functioning often
ascribed to ‘the image’, through advocating for the idea of the image as a situation – as
something that happens – inform this research project. But practically, it specifically
explores strategies of live-editing that are partly choreographed and partly collectively
improvised, and may collapse the distinct temporalities and practices of producing,
presenting and living the geopolitical Arctic.39

Kember and Zylinska, Life After New Media. p. 82.
Kember and Zylinska, 75.
38
Barad, Meeting the Universe Halfway. P. 40
39
Because, if (as Deleuze has suggested) that what is specific to the image, as soon as it is created by human beings,
is to make perceptible the system of relations between its elements, a challenged ‘human vantage point’ may serve as a
tool to highlight how material-discursive narratives of both past and present ‘frame’ (or ‘cut’) the ontological ‘frame’ (or the
actual surroundings) as site-constructive and value-productive matter. UD!?
36
37
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Recommendation:

Svalbard as a film set
More specifically, I approach Svalbard as a film set.
Firstly, this idea allows me a landscape-as-image approach and to question the relationship
between actual Arctic terrains and Arctic imaginaries as historical effect. In this sense
the landscape-as-image expresses a situation of becoming dependent on the imaginaries
carried by our relations to the surroundings that we are becoming ‘with’. Different in
perspective from that of an ecocritical position, this approach does thus not lose sight of a
political ecology perspective, when the notion of ‘value-based’ (guiding) is re-valuated as
an ‘add-on’ that capitalizes on particular conceptions of ’nature’.
Secondly, Svalbard as a set for the shooting of a film in which the narrator is made the
focal figure allows me to narrate this unpopulated place that became peopled in the
context of the colonization of the Arctic. Here, a skilled visions approach offers a way
to simultaneously pay attention to material performativity, (narrative) frictions and
(authoritative) standards, that may provide tools to investigate the dynamic processes by
which images become images – not least in relation to the Arctic as a symbolic space.
Speaking from the inevitable position of becoming an Arctic expert myself, this also
allows me to question my own manoeuvres as mediating mechanisms.
Thirdly, Svalbard as a film set allows me to assemble both handheld visual annotations
and observational style video-takes of tourists, scientists, miners and artists ‘in the field’
shot on the archipelago over the last seven years. In this sense, observational practices
in their trained and skilled dimensions are approached through montage, whereby the
documentary image must be regarded as requisite to the manufacturing of a situated
historical truth. This does not mean a relativizing/deconstructing of the image, but perhaps
living it. While a recent revival of observational practices (“appearances of the world need
our care more than our suspicion”, as Erika Balsom writes)40 suggest a reversion to nondiscursive methods of visualization, the notion of skilled visions, in other words, leads us
to understand that observing practices can be regarded as means of seeing the disasters
caused by objectivism. Insisting that there is no way of seeing in the singular, but only seeing
dependent on the material and practical relationships with particular surroundings, that
is, makes ideas of a clean separation between the operation of communicational media
and practices of imagination and knowing impossible.
Finally, this is the way in which the guide as pathfinder and mentor is an interesting figure
on Svalbard, in terms of creating new environmental imaginaries. Because while Arctic
identities – the miner, the tourist, the scientist and even the artist – are very culturally
defined in our heads, the figure of the guide on Svalbard, on the contrary, is more
problematic, synthetic.
But the guide’s personal and experience-based, subjective and unmethodical method
towards knowledge production and research as site-constructive and value-productive
matter offers, perhaps, a mode of disrupting existing knowledge hierarchies, as Saville
writes, and thereby enabling new environmental imaginaries.41

40
41

www.e-flux.com/journal/83/142332/the-reality-based-community/
Saville, “Political Ecologies of Knowledge.”
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Mathias Sæderup

Formløst samfund
Noter til video
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Formløst samfund.
Ehm...

Landskabet ligner et landskab.

Her kunne ligge et hospital.

Lige nu er landskabet indrettet
som et naturlandskab.

Formløshed i den her sammenhæng
betyder først og fremmest, at
formen er under vedvarende
forandring.

Et samfund under konstant –
formmæssig – forandring er et
samfund, der hele tiden er ved at
konstituere sig selv indadtil som
udadtil.

Et formløst samfund er ikke nogen
ny opfindelse. Alle samfund er vel
i en eller anden forstand altid
ved at konstituere sig selv.

Det nye er nok graden af
formløshed, eller konstant,
uafsluttet tilblivelse: Hvis
samfundet konstitueres i forhold
til noget, virker det til, at det
noget fylder mere eller er rykket
længere "ind" i samfundet.

Man kan kalde det noget for det
indre tomme rum.
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Det indre tomme rum er et givet
samfunds navnløse område. Et
sted der negerer sprog eller
tydelighed, og som befinder sig i
det endnu ikke etableredes eller
formløse terræn.
I det indre tomme rum er alting
muligt.

Det indre tomme rum vokser og
vokser.

Kultur avler som bekendt
modkultur.

Det indre tomme rum er samfundets
samvittighed eller selvbevidsthed.

Det indre tomme rum er også
kritikkens rum. Det hvorom
samfundet former sig selv.
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Det er en udbredt tanke, at et
samfund må rumme sit modstykke for
at være i bevægelse. For at kunne
vokse.

... Samfundet må indeholde sin
absolutte modsætning, sin egen
opløsning: Det som kommer før
og efter samfundet: Det absolut
ukendte eller naturtilstanden.
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Naturtilstanden har aldrig rigtig
eksisteret, men er først og
fremmest en forestillet tilstand,
der fungerer som samfundets
virtuelle modstykke.

Det nye er, at naturtilstanden
ikke er så virtuel som tidligere
... at naturtilstanden har vundet
plads som et faktisk sted i
samfundet.
Det er muligt, at der er en
sammenhæng mellem denne faktiske
naturtilstand og det ekspanderende
indre tomme rum.

Et samfund i krise – en form-krise
om man vil – har så meget desto
mere brug for en materialisering
af sit virtuelle modstykke.
Jo mere modstykke desto mere
enhed: Identitet opstår på
baggrund af alt det, som kan
identificeres som enten inden for
eller uden for en given struktur.

I kraft af love og reguleringer
er et samfund i stand til
at opretholde sit virtuelle
modstykke inden i sig selv under
kontrollerede forhold.
Det er en overlevelsesstrategi.
Uden naturtilstanden vil samfundet
miste sin identitet, sin form.

Identitet: Gennem lokalisering og
navngivning bestemmes et område og
dets kvaliteter.

Formløst samfund ...

Er det nu sådan, at virtualitet
og aktualitet bytter plads? –
eller glider naturtilstanden
og samfundstilstanden over i
hinanden??

På trods af et tilsyneladende
sammenfald imellem naturtilstand
og samfundstilstand er det i hvert
fald værd at nævne, at dualiteten
forbliver intakt – om end mindre
synlig end før.
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Naturtilstand ...
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...

Det ser ud til, at der foregår et
sammenfald imellem virtualitet og
aktualitet.

Det ser ud til, at det sandsynlige
er lige så virkningsfuldt, som det
der faktisk har fundet sted.
Så i sammenfaldet er det svært
at skelne det formodede eller
plausible fra det faktiske eller
sensible.

Måske giver den skelnen slet ingen
mening længere.

Det nye lader til at være, at
det er det potentielt synlige,
som på en måde finder sted og kan
mærkes – og at det faktiske og
håndgribelige glider op og ned ad
plausibilitetens akse.
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Det der finder sted, det som kan
registreres og sanses, er trådt
ind i en virtuel sfære, i et rum
hvor det er ligeså plausibelt,
som det, der endnu ikke har fundet
sted.

Det virtuelle nu er aktuelt og
vice-versa.

For så vidt at det plausible
kan mærkes og føles, og at det
faktiske virker usandsynligt eller
i hvert fald uhåndgribeligt, kan
man sige, at skellet imellem
virtualitet og aktualitet ikke
længere er brugbart, hvilket det
måske heller aldrig har været.

Virkelighedseffekt.

Formløst samfund.
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Samfundets selvransagelse har
ingen ende. På den måde sikrer det
sin overlevelse og sin essens.

Samfundets nye form er i
bevægelse, den forandrer sig hele
tiden.

Forandringerne er praktiske og
æstetiske.

Billederne kigger på os fra det
indre tomme rum.
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Den tomme, døde krop genopstår som
billede.
Den tomme, døde krop genopstår som
en form for virtuel værdi.

Virkelighedseffekt: Den tomme, døde
krop efterlader et billede.
Nu er det billedet, der betragter
os.

Landskab.

Formløst samfund ...

Det, som historisk set har
mobiliseret sprog- og bydannelsen,
mobiliseres nu indenfor samfundets
grænser.
Bysamfundet og dets virtuelle
modstykke (som man kan kalde
naturtilstanden) lever i et intimt
og uadskilleligt forhold.

I dag er disse to forhold ikke kun
uadskillelige men også internt
uskelnelige – det er ikke til at
kende forskel på naturtilstand og
bysamfund.

Det indre tomme rum ekspanderer.
Et tomt rum hvor alting kan finde
sted når som helst ...

Den tomme, døde krop efterlader et
tomt rum, hvorfra virtualiteten
vækkes til live.
Den tomme, døde krop (som nu er et
slags lokalt tomt rum) er udødelig
og uendelig i sin potentialitet.
I det indre tomme rum er alting
muligt, og den tomme, døde krop
kan genopstå som potentielt hvadsom-helst ... den gestalter selve
betydningsakten ... den er ren
effekt.
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Det må være natursamfundet, som
kommer til syne.
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Formløst samfund: Alt kan
potentielt ske. Der er intet, som
er umuligt. Virtuelt set har det
faktisk fundet sted allerede.

Det er virkelighedseffekten, der
slår til.

Landskabet bliver til for øjnene
af os.
Eller så snart vi retter blikket
et sted hen, har landskabet
allerede indfundet sig.

Billedet afslører ingen ting.

Virkelighedseffekten slår til igen:
Der er noget selvfølgeligt over
situationen.

Landskab.
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Landskab.

Den gode gamle dualisme er altså
gået ind i en ny fase.
Modsætningsparrerne er i
bevægelse, dukker op uventede
steder, inde i hinanden osv.

Afgørelsesakten er strukket ud
over tid og virker til aldrig at
vil blive afsluttet.

Naturtilstand: Det eneste
afsløringer afslører er den her
sammenhæng (gensidige afhængighed)
imellem sandhed og usandhed.
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Naturtilstand: Kroppe bevæger sig
fra ét område til et andet. En
simpel transition som man nærmest
ikke lægger mærke til.

Landskab.
Der har vi det indre, tomme rum
igen.

Eller en struktur, som bevarer
eller reproducerer sig selv
igennem opløsning.

Tilbage til det indre tomme rum: I
samfundet åbner der sig en flade,
som til forveksling ligner det
forestillede ydre, tomme rum.
Man kan vel nærmest sige, at
landskabet gentager sig selv og
ligner sig selv mere og mere.

Men landskabet går ikke igen: det
er dets billede, som går igen og
bliver virkeligt.

Formløst samfund: En generel
opløsning som alligevel bevarer
eller reproducerer en struktur.
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Bonus
Some time ago J. Paul Getty (not only the richest man but the
richest man in the past history of the world) leased desert land
from Saudi Arabia and Kuwait in order to drill for oil.*
Bedouin people lived in the then neutral zone between Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait. They saw the oil being drilled. They knew
what it meant for humans and they knew what it meant for the
habitat.
Some time before the oil was loaded onto ships,
Thomas Edward Lawrence, known as Lawrence of Arabia, was
somewhere around that specific Desert. A Bedouin he made
friends with asked him once:
Why do you like the Desert?
Because its Clean! Lawrence replied.
The Bedouin man takes his time and eventually responds:
Like...a kind of clean as the sky?
Like the outer space clean!?
...Somewhat clean as a lack of things to encounter?
A lack of knowing?...

Lawrence of Arabia gives a restrained signal to the Bedouin
friend to go on.
I think this cleanness is like a lack of ideas…in a good way...
If you think of it. Because in fact it excavates the opposite...an
overabundance of ideas or possibilities. It’s like a white room to
place something into.
This nothingness or...as you rightly say “cleanness”...is
very healthy for thinking.
Another brief pause. Until Lawrence finally replies:
But wouldn’t that mean that in turn and ultimate consequence...
(he performs an almost too long stare into the desert)...an
overabundance or too much of everything would actually lead to
nothingness...or I mean...a withdrawing of ideas?
Yes, that’s what it does! Closes the Bedouin.

*

In very direct geographical and geological terms, the oily features of that particular piece of land enabled
the scenario of a future European desert that is waiting to happen – since oil and its transformations and
applications had and will have a big impact on global environmental changes, including the desertification
of the Mediterranean and eventually central Europe in the long run.

